Combined influence of hydrodynamics and chemotaxis in the distribution of microorganisms around spherical nutrient sources.
We study how the interaction between hydrodynamics and chemotaxis affects the colonization of nutrient sources by microorganisms. We use an individual-based model and perform probabilistic simulations to ascertain the impact of important environmental and motility characteristics on the spatial distribution of microorganisms around a spherical nutrient source. In general, we unveil four distinct regimes based on the distribution of the microorganisms: (i) strong surface colonization, (ii) rotary-diffusion-induced "off-surface" accumulation, (iii) a depletion zone in the spatial distribution, and (iv) no appreciable aggregation, with their occurrence being contingent on the relative strengths of hydrodynamic and chemotactic effects. More specifically, we show that the extent of surface colonization first increases, then reaches a plateau, and finally decreases as the nutrient availability is increased. We also show that surface colonization reduces monotonically as the mean run length of the chemotactic microorganisms increases. Our study provides insight into the interplay of two important mechanisms governing microorganism behavior near nutrient sources, isolates each of their effects, and thus offers greater predictability of this nontrivial phenomenon.